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Quartet meets the Streets’ 
expectations 
IBM, Intel, Motorola and Texas 
Instruments, among the world’s 
largest chip makers, have all 
reported earnings that meet or 
slightly exceeded Wall Street’s 
expectations. 
But they warn the outlook 
remains hard to predict, SARS 
in Asia only adding to difficul- 
ties. Earnings pointed to a sta- 
ble tinancial start for the major 
technology manufacturers. 
IBM Corp, which has recently 
gained Semico Research’s num- 
ber 3 chip foundry ranking, had 
revenues for its first quarter 
rise 11% to $20.07bn. Net 
income from operations rose 
8% to $1.39bn. 
Intel’s current quarter revenue 
will be $6.4bn to $7bn. For the 
three months ended March, it 
- 
said it had net income of 
$915m, 14c/share, slightly 
down from $936m in the previ- 
ous year’s quarter. 
Intel had a stronger than 
expected performance from 
computer chips, but below 
expectation in flash memory 
sales when it raised prices. 
However Paul S. Ottelini, presi- 
dent and CEO claims Intel will 
ship more than a million 
Centrino chips in its second 
quarter. 
Motorola’s income of $I69m, 
on revenue of $6.04bn, was 
down 2% from sales a year earli- 
er, when Motorola lost $449m. 
Both quarters were affected by 
one-time items, such as the 
$I48m after-tax gain this year 
on the sale of Nextel 
Communications. 
Excluding such items, Motorola 
earned $21m. Its cellphone 
sales of $2.4bn, up 2’% from the 
Ql last year, showed orders fell 
6%, to $2.5bn. It shipped I6.7m 
phones, up 18% from a year 
ago, but the mix shifted to 
cheaper phones. Chip sales 
were $1.2bn. up 2% from last 
year. Orders declined 1636, to 
$l.lbn.The unit had a loss of 
$74m, down on $227m in the 
same period last year. 
TI earned $117m, or -i&hare, 
better than expected, on 
$2.19bn revenues compared 
with a net loss of $38m, or 
2c/share, in the quarter a year 
earlier. Sales were 20% ahead 
of a year ago. slightly above 
expectation as the company 
had strong shipments of signal 
processors and other chips 
used in advanced cellphones. 
The SARS impact surveyed 
The outbreak of Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
has so far had little impact on 
the electronics industry in the 
Asia-Pacific region concludes 
market research company 
Gartner. It surveyed 20 major 
semiconductor companies in 
Hong Kong and China and 
found that most vendors had so 
far seen no significant negative 
effects from SARS. But 40% of 
respondents said they expected 
to see the outbreak hurting 
businesses from Q2. Some 
expect as much as a 20% 
decline. 
“The one possible disruption 
to the industry could be from 
mass infections on the vendor 
side, which has not been 
seen yet,” said Dorothy Lai, 
Gartner’s principal semicon- 
ductor analyst in Hong Kong. 
“Because this outbreak mostly 
affects people’s personal inter- 
action, electronics trade shows 
or company meetings will be 
deferrred, potentially hurting 
some local buyers and sellers 
in the short term. 
Semiconductor shipments have 
not been delayed because of 
the disease so the long-term 
impact to the industry will 
probably be minimal.” 
Mobile phone demand 
may also slow down in Hong 
Kong and China,” Lai added. But 
Taiwanese contract electronic 
manufacturers have 
maintained their orders, 
relieving customers’ fears 
of disruption in the supply- 
chain. 
So far, the war in Iraq has prob- 
ably had more of an impact on 
the regional industry than 
SARS, Gartner said, adding that 
companies like Acer have seen 
a decline in orders by as much 
as 20% after the war broke 
out. 
SARS is expected to force semi- 
conductor vendors and OEMs 
to automate business processes, 
perhaps leaving them in a 
stronger position than before 
the outbreak. 
